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Firms increasingly delegate job screening to third-party recruiters, who must not only 

satisfy employers’ demand for different types of candidates, but also manage yield by 

anticipating candidates’ likelihood of accepting offers. We study how recruiters balance 

these objectives in a novel, two-sided field experiment. Our results suggest that candidates’ 

behavior towards employers is very correlated, but that employers’ hiring behavior is more 

idiosyncratic. Workers discriminate using the race and gender of the employer’s leaders 

more than employers discriminate against the candidate’s race and gender. Black and 

female candidates face particularly high uncertainty, as their callback rates vary widely 

across employers. Callback decisions place about two thirds weight on employer’s expected 

behavior and one third on yield management. We conclude by discussing the accuracy of 

recruiter beliefs and how they impact labor market sorting.
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1 Introduction

Modern employers often delegate key parts of employee screening to third-party interme-

diaries. Previously limited to executive search, this practice is widespread for rank-and-file

openings. A recent survey by Korn Ferry indicates that 40% of U.S. firms have delegated

all or part of their hiring process to third party intermediaries. Using data from the U.S.

Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) and the U.S. Economic Census, we document rapid growth

in outsourced recruiting since 2000: the number of outsourced recruiters has grown up to

ten times faster than U.S. employment. As Peter Cappelli (2019) writes, “the recruiting

and hiring function has been eviscerated” in modern firms.1

This paper studies the origin and nature of third-party recruiting practices. We focus on

the two-sided matchmaking aspects of this work: Recruiters must align employer require-

ments with candidate availability, effectively balancing client demand with worker prefer-

ences. Previous work has shown employer discrimination against candidates (Bertrand

and Mullainathan, 2004; Charles and Guryan, 2008; Bertrand and Duflo, 2017; Gaddis,

2018), as well as candidate discrimination against employers or managers (Stoll et al., 2004;

Giuliano et al., 2009; Chakraborty et al., 2018; Doerrenberg et al., 2020; Ayalew et al., 2019;

Abel, 2019).

In this paper, we explore how recruiters absorb and re-route the pressures from either

side of the market when selecting candidates for a job opening. We introduce a novel field

experimental approach called two-sided audits for studying this topic and related questions

at the intersection of labor supply and demand. In our design, we hire a recruiting

workforce to evaluate job applications on behalf of clients. Like most audit studies, the job

applications they review are similar to real resumes, but randomized (and thus fictitious).

However, unlike traditional audit studies, the employers’ characteristics (i.e., the recruiters’

clients) were simultaneously randomized. We call this approach two-sided because the

1https://hbr.org/2019/05/your-approach-to-hiring-is-all-wrong
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recruiters face randomized treatments on both sides of the market.

In our experiment, we manipulate biographical details – including race, gender, educa-

tion and professional background – of applicants as well as the hiring manager assigned

to interview the applicants (after callback decisions are made). For each job candidate, we

ask recruiters to report not only a callback decision, but also how both sides (employer

and candidate) are likely to react to the match (conditional on the callback). This includes

how likely the employer will extend a job offer, and how likely the candidate will be to

accept it.

Our design permits an in-depth look at recruiter decision-making and some of the

underpinnings of labor market sorting. By examining how the candidate and manager

characteristics impact recruiters’ beliefs about both sides, we can better understand how

labor markets integrate the actions of employees and employers. Our study helps un-

derstand how recruiters balance employee and employer expectations when matching

candidates and openings.

We have three main results. First, we find that recruiters expect job candidates to care

more about the race and gender of the employer’s leaders than employers care about the

race and gender of candidates. Company executives who are female or black are expected

to face the strongest discrimination from job candidates. We find that recruiters expect dif-

ferent job candidates to react similarly to the set of potential job opportunities. By contrast,

they expect different employers to react idiosyncratically to the set of different candidates

(i.e., each employer has a distinct ordering of candidates). On average, recruiters act as if

employers are more neutral to race and gender than candidates are.

Second, we find robust evidence that recruiters’ choices are highly match-specific. The

same candidate’s outcomes vary widely depending on the hiring manager they are as-

signed. Black and female candidates face particularly high variability. We can statistically

detect match-specific effects for all non-blinded candidate and manager characteristics we
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study. While there is robust evidence of match-specific effects, we find little evidence that

recruiters facilitate homophily (for example, by pairing workers with demographically-

similar managers), as we had expected.

Third, we examine how recruiters synthesize these beliefs into callback decisions. We

find that recruiters place about 2/3rds weight on their expectations about the employer’s

behavior, and about 1/3rd on the candidate’s side. Our finding that expectations about

candidate behavior influence callback outcomes contrasts with typical interpretations of

audit studies as reflecting solely employer behavior. However, we do find that employer

responses are weighted more heavily, despite the widespread use of incentive contracts

that reward yield.

As a byproduct of these results, many candidates received callbacks despite a low

expected probability of accepting the employer’s job. In our setting, elite university and

large company job applicants benefit from this practice: although these candidates are

not more likely to result in a hire, they are much more likely to receive an interview from

recruiters. Indeed towards the end of our paper we present survey evidence suggesting

that recruiters have relatively accurate beliefs regarding behavior, but nonetheless make

different callback decisions than hiring managers would. We find suggestive evidence that

reputational incentives compel recruiters to impress employers by delivering employer-

approved candidates at the expense of yield management (choosing candidates more

likely to accept). Although this would appear to be a waste of the employer’s time,

we cannot make strong claims about whether this behavior is optimal (either for the

recruiter’s private interests or employers and job candidates). It is possible that employers

or recruiters benefit from interviewing these candidates through some other mechanism

(besides the opportunity to hire them).

Related Literature and Contributions. Our paper contributes to three complementary

literatures. The first is about labor market discrimination. A large literature spanning
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multiple social science disciplines has used audit studies to experimentally test for discrim-

ination by employers (see Gaddis (2018) for an overview), especially for race and gender

(see, for example, Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004) and Neumark et al. (1996)). A smaller

literature studies worker discrimination against managers (Stoll et al., 2004; Giuliano et al.,

2009; Chakraborty et al., 2018; Doerrenberg et al., 2020; Ayalew et al., 2019; Abel, 2019). We

examine both types of discrimination simultaneously, and find that recruiters believe that

job candidates discriminate using race and gender more than employers do.

Second, we contribute to the methodological literature on hiring and selection. Several

recent papers have introduced new tools for studying discrimination and hiring, such as

Kessler et al.’s 2019 “incentivized resume rating.” Kline and Walters (2021) show how to

extend the traditional audit toolkit to detect illegal discrimination by specific employers.

Our paper complements these papers by providing a new extension to the audit toolkit.

Lastly, this paper contributes to understanding firm hiring practices. Advances in IT

have shaped how companies screen and select workers. For example, digitization and job

platforms have also led to outbound recruiting, whereby firms seek out candidates directly

rather than waiting for them to apply (Carrillo-Tudela et al., 2015; Black et al., 2022; Kim

and Pergler, 2022). Additionally, advances in machine learning and A.I. have led some

firms to screen workers using algorithms (Kuncel et al. 2014; Chalfin et al. 2016; Cowgill

2020; Li et al. 2021; Hunkenschroer and Luetge 2022; Perkowski 2023). An often-mentioned

benefit of hiring algorithms is the lower cost of screening, compared to the higher cost of

using employee time to manually review resumes. In this paper, we document the rise of

an alternative screening approach (outsourcing to (human) third-party screeners) that is

also often justified on cost-savings grounds. In related work, Kohlhepp and Aleksenko

(2021) formalizes a model whereby delegated recruitment leads to distortions in the hiring

process.

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we present motivating data and
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facts about the growth and practice of outsourced recruiting among employers. Section 3

describes our experimental setting and intervention. Sections 4 and 5 contain empirical

results and discussion, respectively. Section 6 concludes.

2 Institutional Setting

In this section we describe the role of outsourced recruiters, the scope of their responsi-

bilities, incentives, and business models. The workers in our experiment are in the BLS

occupational category code #13-1071 (“Human resource specialists”). According to the

BLS, their primary job is to “recruit, screen, interview, and place workers” on behalf of

clients (either within the same firm or externally). Delegated recruiting happens both

through outsourcing firms, as well as through temporarily-employed individual recruiters.

The BLS’ summary of this occupation specifically notes, “Some organizations contract re-

cruitment and placement work to outside firms, such as those in the employment services

industry or consulting firms in the professional, scientific, and technical industry.”2 The

BLS’ data shows that the top industry for employment in this occupation is Employment

Services (the BLS category for the recruitment process outsourcing (RPO) industry), while

the second is Professional, scientific, and technical services, which is the setting of our field

experiment.

Figure 1: Growth in recruiters in employment services, 2002-2019

EmploymentGrowthComparison.pdf goes here

Notes: This figure compares growth for recruiters in employment services versus overall US employment
using data from the OES. We concentrate our attention on the “human resource specialists” occupation (SOC
code 13-1071), whose primary task is to “recruit, screen, interview, or place individuals within an
organization.” Because recruiters can be either in-house or outsourced, we examine only workers in the
employment services industry (NAICS code 56-1300).

2https://www.bls.gov/OOH/business-and-financial/human-resources-specialists.htm
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Prevalence of Outsourced Hiring. Because comprehensive data on firm hiring practices

is lacking (Oyer et al., 2011), the percentage of positions filled through an outsourced

recruiter is unknown. However, several industry sources suggest the prevalence is very

high. In 2017, RPO was a five billion dollar per year global industry,3 and it is projected

to more than double by 2023. The RPO industry serves a variety of industries, and eight

large RPO companies reported filling just under one million positions in 2018, or about

36% of the total jobs created in the US that same year.4 For example, the state of New York

hired an RPO firm to review over 75,000 applications and hire over 7,000 contact tracers

over an eight-month period during the COVID-19 pandemic.5 Although we lack data on

the number of vacancies that were filled by outsourced recruiters, we can use employment

statistics to document growth in this occupation.

Figure 1 visualizes annual growth in the employment services industry using BLS’

Occupational Employment Statistics data. The figure illustrates rapid growth in outsourced

recruiting since 2000. While US employment grew by 15 percent from 2002 to 2019, the

number of recruiters in employment services more than doubled. Appendix ?? presents

US Economic Census data about RPO occupations and industries. We find similar patterns

for the number of establishments, total revenue, and annual payroll.

Why Outsource? Outsourced recruiting is popular with employers for several reasons.

First, it may be a byproduct of secular growth in demand for employee screening (Autor,

2001; Cappelli et al., 1997). A major proposed theory for this growth is technological

change that increases the returns to selectivity in hiring (Acemoglu, 1999, 2002; Levy and

Murnane, 1996), thus increasing the demand for screening, and eventually warranting spe-

cialization in a new industry. Second, hiring increasingly requires expertise in compliance

and information technology: firms must manage databases of applicants, advertise job

3https://www.workforce.com/2018/01/25/sector-report-tech-gaining-foothold-rpo-space/
4https://www.workforce.com/2019/01/24/recruitment-process-outsourcing-providers-think/
5https://info.leveluphcs.com/nys-contact-tracing-video
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openings, screen applicants, and comply with the recordkeeping requirements of labor law.

Indeed, recruiting intermediaries pitch clients by referencing the hassles of HR compliance

(“You didn’t start your business to spend time on HR compliance”),6 which businesses do

not regard as their core focus. Finally, outsourced recruiting is popular with firms whose

hiring is seasonal, for whom a permanent staff is less useful. Together, these factors have

created a rich third-party marketplace for contract recruiting.

Job Description. While the details of recruiters’ work varies across settings7, there are a

few common themes that informed the details of our experimental design. First, screening

and interviewing are the primary responsibilities of outsourced recruiters. Research by

Korn Ferry and HRO Today Magazine reports that 91% of RPO clients purchase screening

services, and 64% purchase interviewing services.8 Staffing Industry Analysts estimates that

over 90% of RPO buyers purchase screening services or interviewing services.9 Rather

than just manage HR infrastructure, outsourced recruiters play an active role in the job

matching process.

Second, recruiters are compensated using both a flat rate (typically hourly) and a perfor-

mance bonus. According to the BLS, median recruiter pay is $29.77/hour.10 According

to the National Compensation Survey (NCS), 43% of human resource specialists (#13-

1071) receive performance pay as of Q1 2020 (Makridis and Gittleman, 2020).11 Recruiters’

bonuses are typically tied to their ability to hire: a survey reported by the Society of Human

Resources Management found that of recruiters who receive performance-related pay, 60%

6This is an advertising slogan for Bambee, http://bambee.com.
7For example, a large survey of companies’ hiring strategies includes 18 broad approaches (not mutually

exclusive); 14 of these were used by over 10% of respondents. Only one hiring strategy (employee referrals)
was used by 85% of respondents. See https://www.shrm.org/ResourcesAndTools/business-solutions/

Documents/Talent-Acquisition-Report-All-Industries-All-FTEs.pdf for more information.
8https://staging.kornferry.com/media/sidebar_downloads/Measuring-Up-A-new-research-

report-about-RPO-metrics.pdf
9Staffing Industry Analysts, RPO Market Developments, December 2017

10https://www.bls.gov/ooh/business-and-financial/human-resources-specialists.htm
11We thank the authors for private correspondence to help locate this figure.
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are “primarily measured on the number of hires or placements made.”12 This encourages

recruiters to care about hiring yield and monitor mutual interest from both job candidates

and employers.

Finally, outsourced recruiters typically have one of two business models: The first,

known as the “relational” model, features firms aiming to provide the recruiting arm

of a company for several years. These recruiters make investments in customizing and

integrating deeply with the client. The second approach, called the “transactional” model,

features less customization as well as less commitment from client and vendor. Although

exact measurements are scarce, the consensus in this industry is that the “transactional”

part is much larger, for both vendor firms as well as subcontracted individual recruiters.

Although some providers of recruiting services enjoy repeat business from clients, this

mostly happens without long-term contracts. As a result, outsourced recruiters must

manage reputations to cultivate future business.

3 Experimental Design

The subjects in our experiment are professional recruiters whose jobs we detail above. To

find subjects, we aimed to 1) identify recruiters who are typical of those hired by companies,

and 2) engage them in natural ways for this industry in order to measure realistic field

behavior. To achieve this, we identified and contacted professional recruiters following

the procedures in Appendix ??. Our main criteria were prior recruiting experience and a

U.S.-based location.13

We hired 54 external recruiters to review 16 applications each, or 864 job applications in

12https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/talent-acquisition/pages/rewarding-

recruiters-for-performance.aspx
13Some of our empirical research questions required awareness of US educational institutions, compa-

nies, and locations. However, the larger RPO industry sometimes sends recruiting materials overseas for
examination by low-wage workers.
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total. Table 1 contains full descriptive statistics on the recruiters. 83% of screeners were

female, almost sixty percent identified as white, and twenty two percent were black. 100%

had prior recruiting experience. The recruiters received an average hourly rate of $37.48.

This is comparable to national representative data about recruiters from the BLS.14 Agan

and Starr (2018) use a near-identical subject pool and find that 71% of subjects have over

three years of experience in hiring HR roles.

Table 1: Recruiter Characteristics

Mean SD 95% CI
Lower

95% CI
Upper

Female 0.83 0.05 0.73 0.94
White 0.57 0.07 0.44 0.71
Black 0.22 0.06 0.11 0.34
Prior Recruiting Experience 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
Hourly Rate 37.48 2.79 31.88 43.07
Total Hours Spent on 16 Resumes 1.70 0.08 1.55 1.86
Observations 54

Notes: This table displays descriptive statistics of recruiter characteristics.

3.1 Task

The primary task of the subjects was evaluating a group of 16 job applications for a

software engineering position. In this section, we describe how recruiters were asked to

evaluate the candidates. Our design was informed by the occupational details in Section 2

about recruiting, as well as our extensive informal interviews with recruiters. Appendix ??

contains all task files, including the job description, recruiter instructions, and a sample

feedback form. Recruiters in our experiment were asked three evaluation questions about

each candidate, to include optional notes or comments or explanations, and to make a

recommendation for a callback (or not). Below, we describe the recruiters’ task in more

detail and connect their work to our research questions.

14https://www.bls.gov/ooh/business-and-financial/human-resources-specialists.htm
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Payment. Recruiters were paid hourly based on the posted rate on their profile. We

offered recruiters a bonus in addition to their hourly rate. This bonus mimicked the

institutional setting described in Section 2, rewarded truthful reporting, and helped align

the interests of the employer and the recruiter (see Appendix ?? for more details). In the

main text of our communications with recruiters, we described the goals above as the basis

of the bonus (in simple, non-technical language), which was likely sufficient for many of

our recruiters. We offered additional details in a FAQ.

Callback Decisions. We asked each recruiter to make a Yes/No decision about contacting

each of the sixteen candidates. Subjects were told that our employer could potentially hire

multiple candidates from the applicant pool, which is common in high-tech labor settings

featuring shortages of qualified workers.

Prediction. In addition to the callback measure, we asked recruiters to anticipate the

reaction to a callback. A recruiter may decline to give a callback to a given candidate

because the recruiter thinks the employer will not hire them, or because the candidate may

be unlikely to accept an offer. For this reason, we asked recruiters to share their beliefs

about whether each candidate would (i) agree to be interviewed if an interview offer were

extended, (ii) pass the interview (and receive an offer) if they were interviewed, and (iii)

accept the offer if it were extended. We asked recruiters to report these probabilities on a

0-100 probability scale.15

We interpret these probabilities as reflecting the recruiter’s beliefs about the candidate’s

and manager’s behavior in the hiring process. We take P(Accept Interview) and P(Accept Job

Offer | Pass Interview) as our measures of candidate behavior, and P(Pass Interview | Accept

Interview) as our measure of employer behavior. The latter lets us understand the types of

candidates that recruiters believe that employers seek, while the former two probabilities

allow us to investigate the types of employers that recruiters believe that candidates seek.

15Recruiters were welcome to approximate using a round number, and over 96% responses corresponded
to a multiple of 0.05 (when expressed as probabilities).
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We specifically asked for the recruiter’s beliefs conditional on making it to the previous

round of the hiring process.16 In our discussion and tables, we refer to these probabilities

using the shorthand of P(Pass), P(Accepts Interview), etc. However, all probabilities should

be read conditionally — e.g., P(Pass) means P(Pass Interview | Employer Offers Interview)

– and we use the abbreviations for readability. Table 2 reports descriptive statistics on

recruiters’ feedback.

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics: Recruiter Feedback

Mean SD 95% CI
Lower

95% CI
Upper

Interviewed 0.66 0.02 0.62 0.69
P(Accept Interview) 0.75 0.01 0.74 0.76
P(Pass Interview) 0.70 0.01 0.69 0.72
P(Accept Job Offer) 0.69 0.01 0.68 0.70
P(Hired) 0.39 0.01 0.37 0.40
Explained Choice 0.61 0.02 0.57 0.64
Observations 864

Notes: This table displays descriptive statistics of recruiter feedback. The variable names above use
shorthand of P(Pass), P(Accepts), etc. However, all probabilities should be read conditionally (e.g., P(Pass)
means P(Accept Interview | Employer Offers Interview)) as described in Section 3.1, and we use the
abbreviations for parsimony.

3.2 Theoretical Interpretation

The data collected above are predictions of behavior. We offer two important caveats

to the interpretation of this data. First, the data speaks to recruiters’ beliefs about work-

ers/employers behavior. These beliefs could be inaccurate (for example, if recruiters

believe that managers discriminate on the basis of gender, but managers do not). In Section

5.2, we assess the accuracy of these beliefs more directly using a survey of participants

in this labor market. Even insofar as the predictions are inaccurate, they may still be an

important factor in how workers are matched to employers within outsourced recruiting.

16We test if subjects understood this conditioning in Appendix ??.
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Second, behaviors by market participants could arise either for taste-based or statistical

reasons. For example: A manager might have a low probability of passing a male candidate

because he (or she) dislikes men (i.e., taste-based) or because they are gender-neutral

but believe that on average men are associated with (say) too much aggression (i.e.,

statistical). It is also possible that discrimination on either side of the market comes from

different sources (i.e., taste-based for candidates and statistical for employers). The current

form of our experiment cannot distinguish between these two mechanisms that drive

discrimination. However, this is a question that a future version of a two-sided audit study

can shed light upon.

Relationship with Hiring Outcomes. Critics of audit studies have noted that we do not

know (from the audit study alone) if the disparities in the initial contact phase (callbacks)

lead to inequalities at later phases (Heckman, 1998; Heckman and Siegelman, 1993), though

some researchers have used nationally representative data to simulate how employer

callback discrimination affects wages (Lanning, 2013).

Like other audit studies, we do not collect data about final hiring outcomes in this

study. However, our paper does have an avenue for assessing how callback outcomes

might translate into differences in hiring. We collect three conditional probabilities that

include a) the probability of receiving an offer conditional on being interviewed, and b)

the probability of accepting an offer conditional on receiving one. Given their conditional

nature, the product of these probabilities equals the probability that the candidate will be

hired, conditional on being offered an interview. We call this phire and use the product in

some of our analysis to offer insights into how callback decisions relate to differences in

hiring outcomes.
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3.3 Experimental Manipulation

We now discuss our randomized experimental treatments. Because our experiment uses

outsourced recruiters, our two-sided design allows us to randomize both candidate and

employer characteristics simultaneously.

Candidate Side. For each job application, we assigned the candidates a gender (male

or female), race (white or black), education (undergraduate degree from elite or non-elite

university), and prior employer (large or small firm). We chose candidate first names and

last names to suggest a gender and race, and listed colleges and employers directly on the

job application. Appendix ?? displays an example job application, and Appendix ?? lists

the set of names, universities and employers. All applicants graduated with undergraduate

degrees in computer science and related coursework.

Our candidate manipulations were meant to induce differences across candidates about

the likelihood of receiving and accepting offers as well as the callback decision. They also

embody candidate characteristics about which prior research documents discrimination.

For example, a variety of studies have found that female and black candidates are less

likely to receive callbacks than male and white candidates, respectively (see, for example

Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2004). This could arise due to discriminatory behavior on the

part of employers, or because of behavior on behalf of job applicants (for example, female

candidates being less likely to accept job offers). Prior work has also found that credentials

from elite universities increase callback rates (Gaddis, 2015). These degrees may increase

desirability to employers by imparting valuable skills and networks, but these candidates

may be less likely to accept job offers. Finally, our large company intervention is intended

to capture the large-firm wage premium (Abowd et al., 1999; Song et al., 2019). For example,

large company applicants may be desirable to employers if they were exposed to high

productivity business practices, but may also have lower probabilities of accepting offers

than similar candidates from small companies. Overall, the candidate manipulations
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were intended to create meaningful differences in candidates’ likelihood of receiving and

accepting offers and to focus on candidate traits featuring multiple, competing mechanisms

for sorting in prior work.

Employer Side. On the demand side, we manipulate the characteristics of the firm

that are sent to the recruiter. The instructional materials mentioned that the decision-

to-interview bonus depended on interviews conducted by a hiring manager whose bio-

graphical information was disclosed. We randomly assigned each recruiter to one of nine

different hiring managers. We randomly manipulated each hiring manager’s gender (male

or female), race (white or black) and prior education (elite or non-elite) and included a 9th

demand-side treatment where gender, race, and education were blinded.17

Like our candidate manipulations, our manager manipulations were intended to affect

the likelihood that job offers would be accepted or extended. Several prior papers have

documented patterns of discrimination correlated with manager characteristics, although

this could arise for several plausible reasons. A growing literature studies worker or candi-

date discrimination against managers (Stoll et al., 2004; Giuliano et al., 2009; Chakraborty

et al., 2018; Doerrenberg et al., 2020; Ayalew et al., 2019; Abel, 2019; Abraham and Burbano,

2019). In this case, candidates may exhibit lower likelihoods of accepting job interviews

and offers for managers they discriminate against. The manager manipulations may also

influence a candidate’s likelihood to pass the interview. Prior research suggests that cer-

tain managers have been pre-sorted into better organizations or more powerful positions

(Brooks et al., 2014; Gornall and Strebulaev, 2019; Grossman et al., 2019), so that the man-

ager manipulations influence the likelihood of extending job offers. For example, if VCs

prefer funding white men (Brooks et al., 2014), firms with white male managers may have

greater financial resources and ability to hire. Overall, the manager manipulations aimed

to create differences in the probability of extending and accepting job offers.
17Our assumption is that hiring managers’ characteristics are not perfectly known at the time of application,

and that an offer of an interview with the hiring manager contains some new information about the hiring
manager’s characteristics.
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Details of Simultaneous Randomization. For all 16 candidate types, we created three

distinct instances for a total of 48 different candidates.18 We compiled these into three

“packets” of 16 job applications. In each packet, at least one instance of all 16 types appeared.

All three packets were then matched with all nine hiring managers. This resulted in 27

unique sets of recruiter materials. Each unique set of materials was then evaluated twice

by two separate recruiters, requiring hiring 54 recruiters (27 × 2).19

Balance. Because we randomize both sides of the market, we check for randomization

balance in both candidate and manager characteristics. Appendix ?? shows that our ran-

dom assignments are well-balanced across candidate and hiring manager manipulations

(partly by construction), while Appendix ?? elaborates on the balance requirements of our

design.

3.4 Specifications

To analyze our experiment, we use the five regression equations below (OLS). All equations

are estimated with robust standard errors clustered at the screener level (Abadie et al.,

2017).

Belief Correlations. Our first set of analyses are about whether participants on the same

side of the market agree on the other side. We compute the correlation of P(Accept Job

| Employer Offers Job) for every pair of candidates (and the same for P(Accept Interview |

Employer Offers Interview)). If two candidates are chosen at random, how correlated are

their behaviors about the same employers?

In addition, we place this question into a regression framework. The regression asks,

18For example, there were three white, female candidates from an elite university. Each of the three had a
different white, female-sounding name and a different elite university.

19In Appendix ??, we measure levels of cross-validation in recruiter assessments. Overall, the levels of
cross-validation are relatively low but positive and statistically significant, but are relatively low. We discuss
reasons for this in Appendix ??.
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“How well can we predict candidate c’s likelihood of accepting a job from employer h as a

function of the set of other candidates’ (K ̸= c) likelihood of accepting the job from k?” The

regression we run is:

Yc,h,s = β0 + β1

[
1
N ∑

k ̸=c,s′ ̸=s
Yk,h,s′

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Average of other
candidates’ Y for

the same manager h.

+ϵc,h,s (1)

where c indexes candidates, h indexes hiring managers, and s indexes screeners. A high

β1 means that candidates largely agree about managers, and a β1 close to zero means

that candidates’ probabilities are uncorrelated. We also run these analyses in the reverse

direction, showing how correlated managers’ views of workers are using P(Pass).

Lastly, we estimate how much demand is reciprocated across the two sides of the

market. If a candidate is likely to accept an interview or offer from a manager, is the

manager likely to give an offer to the candidate? We measure this in three ways. First,

we measure the simple Spearman correlation between the recruiter’s beliefs about the

probability that candidate i would accept a job from manager j if extended, and the

probability that candidate i would pass an interview by manager j if an interview were

held. We then place this analysis into a regression, by predicting P(Accepts Job Offer)i,j

from P(Passes Interview)i,j. Finally, we report the probability that a manager j ranks a

candidate i above the median of P(Passes), given that the candidate i ranked j above their

median in P(AcceptsJobO f f er).

Impact of Candidate Characteristics. To study the impact of candidate characteristics,

we estimate the regression:

Yc,h,s =β0 + β1 ∗ Femalec + β2 ∗ Blackc + β3 ∗ EliteUniversityc + β4 ∗ LargeCompanyc+

α ∗ Ss + γ ∗ HMh + ϵc,h,s

(2)
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Femalec, Blackc, EliteUniversityc, and LargeCompanyc are binary indicators of candidate

c’s characteristics, Ss is a vector of screener controls, and HMh is a vector of hiring manager

fixed effects. Yc,h,s measures an outcome Y (callback, phire, or one of the three underlying

probabilities) for candidate c assigned to hiring manager h and screener s. β1, β2, β3, and

β4 capture the effects of our supply-side treatment arms on screener beliefs about labor

demand and labor supply.

Impact of Employer Characteristics. To study how manager characteristics impact

screener beliefs, we estimate the following regression:

Yc,h,s =β0 + β1 ∗ Femaleh + β2 ∗ Blackh + β3 ∗ EliteUniversityh

+ β4 ∗ Blindedh + α ∗ Ss + δ ∗ Cc + ϵc,h,s

(3)

where Ss is a vector of screener controls and Cc is a vector of candidate fixed effects. This

equation is similar to Equation 2, but binary indicators correspond to hiring manager

characteristics rather than candidate characteristics and the fixed effects are now at the

candidate level. In Equation 3, Femaleh, Blackh, EliteUniversityh, and Blindedh measure

whether hiring manager h is female, black, from an elite university, or blinded, respectively,

so β1, β2, β3, and β4 estimate the effects of our employer treatment arms.

Match Specific Effects. We are also interested in examining whether there are match-

specific qualities that drive recruiter callback decisions. To do so, we estimate the following

model:

Yc,h,s = β0 + λ ∗ Mc,h + α ∗ Ss + γ ∗ HMh + δ ∗ Cc + ϵc,h,s (4)

where Mc,h is a vector of match fixed effects for each possible candidate-manager pair.20

The regression also includes screener controls plus fixed effects for candidates and for man-

20Given that we have 16 unique candidate profiles and 9 unique hiring manager profiles, there are a total
of 144 fixed effects.
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agers. The match fixed effects capture differences driven by matching specific candidates

to specific managers (above each side’s fixed effect). We estimate this equation for our four

main dependent variables and run an F-test to see if the match fixed effects jointly predict

outcomes.

Synthesis into Callback Choices. Our final set of specifications is about how beliefs

about worker and manager behavior are combined into a callback decision. We estimate

the following equation:

Yc,h,s =β0 + β1 ∗ ProbabilityAcceptInterviewc,h,s + β2 ∗ ProbabilityPassInterviewc,h,s+

β3 ∗ ProbabilityAcceptO f f erc,h,s + α ∗ Ss + ϵc,h,s

(5)

Yc,h,s measures the callback choice Y for candidate c assigned to hiring manager h and

screener s. Ss is a vector of screener-level controls, and ϵc,h,s is the error term. Proba-

bilityAcceptInterviewc,h,s, ProbabilityPassInterviewc,h,s and ProbabilityAcceptO f f erc,h,s are

probabilities measured through the procedure in Section 3.1.

Multiple Comparisons: To assuage multiple comparisons concerns (List et al., 2019), we

apply the free step-down resampling methodology of Westfall and Young (1993) to control

the probability of a Type 1 error.21 Our tables containing multiple hypothesis tests display

both conventional standard errors as well as adjusted p-values.

21We use the bootstrapped version of the Westfall and Young (1993) adjustment, which Jones et al. (2019)
use to correct for multiple comparisons.
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4 Results

4.1 Belief Correlations

We begin by studying the correlations between recruiters’ beliefs about candidates and

about employers. In Table 3, we study how much recruiters believe that candidates (or

managers) will behave similarly to others on their own side of the market. For candidates,

we study their willingness to accept offers from the same set of employers. For employers,

we study their willingness to extend offers to the same set of workers. Our results show

Table 3: Same-Sided Belief Correlations

Candidates Employers
Measure of Demand for Other Side P(Accepts Job) P(Extends Offer)
Mean Pairwise Preference Correlation (Same Side) +0.48 +0.14
Minimum Pairwise Correlation -0.13 -0.57
25th Percentile +0.32 -0.05
Median Pairwise Correlation +0.49 +0.17
75th Percentile +0.64 +0.34
Maximum Pairwise Correlation +0.93 +0.77
Regression Coefficient 0.89** 0.59***

(0.26) (0.11)

Notes: This table shows correlations between the behaviors among the various participants in our paper. We
assesses whether two candidates have the same behavior by measuring how correlated their willingness to
accept (or reject) the same jobs are (when offered). In the final row, we show a regression version of this
analysis using Equation 1. Section 3.4 contains additional details of this analysis. The variable names above
use shorthand of P(Pass), P(Accepts), etc.; full variable definitions are in Section 3.1.

that candidates’ predicted behaviors largely overlap, but that employers are expected

to diverge idiosyncratically. The correlation between two randomly-chosen candidates’

behavior is 0.48; by contrast, this value is much lower for managers (0.14). In the final row

of Table 3, we show that any given candidate’s willingness to accept a job can be easily

predicted from other candidates’ willingness to accept a job using our regression setup.

Predicting managers’ behavior from their peers is far less informative.

Table 4 examines cross-sided correlations to study whether recruiters believe that
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candidate-employer interest tends to be reciprocated. We find very weak levels of cor-

relation and reciprocity. Our measures of demand are correlated at only ρ = 0.12 across

the market. If a candidate ranks an employer in her top half, only 54% of employers

reciprocate (ranking the candidate in their top half)— just slightly more than random.22

Table 4: Cross-Sided Belief Correlations

Estimate SE
Correlation: P(Accepts Job Offer)i,j with P(Extends Job Offer)i,j +0.12***
Coefficient: P(Accepts Job Offer)i,j = β0 + β1P(Extends Job Offer)i,j + ϵ +0.13*** (0.07)

Probability: given i ranked j above median
Employer j Ranks Candidate i above median, +0.54*** (0.01)

Notes: If a candidate likes an employers, does the employer like the candidate back on average? In row one,
we measure the simple Spearman correlation between the recruiter’s beliefs about the probability candidate
i would accept a job from j if extended, and the probability that candidate i would pass an interview by
employer j if an interview were held. In row 2, we place this question into a regression framework. In the
final row, we measure the probability that an employer j ranks a candidate i above the median, given that
the candidate i ranked j above their median.

4.2 How do candidate characteristics affect screener beliefs?

Table 5 shows how candidate characteristics affect recruiter beliefs and callback behavior

using Equation 2. The results indicate that screeners believe female applicants are more

likely to accept interview offers and job offers. Placing greater weight on candidate

expectations would therefore improve the callback rate for women. By contrast, the

point estimates on black, elite university, and large company candidates are statistically

indistinguishable from zero and are estimated precisely enough to mostly rule out large

effect sizes (or effects as large as the female result).23

While expectations about candidate behavior help female applicants, expectations about

22The results in this section use P(Accepts Job Offer) as the measure of candidate behavior; we get similar
results when using P(Accepts Interview).

23The one exception is the effects of attending an elite university (a negative effect). Our estimates of this
coefficient are slightly less precise, and in some specifications we cannot rule out an effect as large as the one
for female (but in the opposite direction).
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Table 5: Effects of Candidate Characteristics

Supply side Demand side Overall
P(Accepts P(Accepts Offer | P(Passes Interview | P(Hired) Interviewed
Interview) Passes Interview ) Accepts Interview )

Female Job Applicant 0.03*** 0.04*** 0.01 0.04*** 0.04
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.03)

Black Job Applicant 0.01 0.01 0.03** 0.02** 0.04
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.04)

Elite University Job Applicant -0.01 -0.01 0.05*** 0.01 0.14***
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.04)

Large Company Job Applicant 0.00 -0.02 0.05*** 0.02 0.09***
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.03)

R2 0.33 0.35 0.16 0.38 0.08
Observations 864 864 864 864 864
Fixed effects Manager Manager Manager Manager Manager
Controls Screener Screener Screener Screener Screener
Control mean 0.74 0.70 0.65 0.35 0.50
F-test 0.06 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00
P-values:
Female 0.04 0.01 0.87 0.01 0.72
Black 0.84 0.87 0.12 0.22 0.85
Elite university 0.87 0.87 0.01 0.87 0.01
Large company 0.87 0.72 0.00 0.72 0.05

Notes: This table displays the results of Equation 2 on predictions about the supply-side (columns 1 and 2),
predictions about the demand-side (column 3), and overall hiring beliefs and behavior (columns 4 and 5).
The regression controls for screener characteristics and includes robust standard errors clustered at the
screener level. The bottom panel displays p-values adjusted for multiple comparisons (4 treatments × 5
outcomes) using the free step-down procedure of Westfall and Young (1993). The probability outcomes
should be read conditionally as described in Section 3.1.
*** p < 0.01 ** p < 0.05 * p < 0.10

employer behavior help elite university and large company applicants.24 On gender,

screeners believe that hiring managers have approximately similar behavior with male and

female candidates, and our confidence intervals rule out effects as large as those above.

In our final two columns, we show how candidate characteristics affect callback decisions.

Screeners believe that female candidates are more likely to result in a hire (if called

back), and this effect is driven by beliefs about candidate behavior. We also find that

black applicants are believed to be more likely to result in a hire (an effect driven by

beliefs about hiring manager behavior), although this result does not fully survive our

multiple hypothesis p−value corrections. By contrast, our subjects do not believe that

24We also find a small effect on black applicants, although these don’t survive our multiple-hypothesis
adjustments.
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elite university and large company callbacks are more likely to produce a hire: although

screeners believe managers would hire such applicants, these applicants are not more

likely to accept interviews and final offers.

The final column in Table 5 shows that recruiters’ beliefs about hiring probabilities

are not fully incorporated into interview decisions. While screeners believe female and

black applicants have higher probabilities of leading to a successful hire (compared to

male and white applicants), screeners do not extend more interviews to these candidates.

Instead, screeners are more likely to extend interview offers to applicants who attended

elite universities and come from large companies. These effect sizes represent 28 and 18

percent increases in callback rates, respectively, relative to the control mean of 0.500. They

are also statistically significant after our p-value adjustments.

4.3 How do hiring manager characteristics affect screener beliefs?

Table 6 shows how hiring manager characteristics impact recruiters’ beliefs and callback

behavior using Equation 3. Our estimates in this section are generally less precise be-

cause standard errors are (necessarily) clustered at the screener level, and each screener

reviews 16 candidates. Our multiple hypothesis adjustments also reduce the significance

of our tests. Nonetheless, we do have suggestive evidence about the effects of manager

characteristics.

Our strongest results are about recruiter beliefs about candidate discrimination against

the manager (measured by candidates’ willingness to accept interviews and job offers).

Blinded, black and female managers face lower probabilities of candidate acceptances,

leading to a lower probability of a hire (even conditional on a callback). We can compare

these to our previous results about the effects of candidates’ race and gender. The effects

of being a black or female manager on candidate labor supply are clearly larger than

the effects of being a black or female candidate on employer willingness to hire (both
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statistically and in magnitude).

Table 6: Effects of Hiring Manager Characteristics

Supply side Demand side Overall
P(Accepts P(Accepts Offer | P(Passes Interview | P(Hired) Interviewed
Interview) Passes Interview ) Accepts Interview )

Female Hiring Manager -0.06* -0.05* -0.00 -0.07* -0.04
(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.06)

Black Hiring Manager -0.06* -0.09*** 0.00 -0.08** 0.01
(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.04) (0.07)

Elite University Hiring Manager 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.00
(0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.03) (0.06)

Blinded Hiring Manager -0.12** -0.15*** -0.01 -0.17*** -0.10
(0.05) (0.04) (0.04) (0.05) (0.08)

R2 0.39 0.38 0.25 0.42 0.18
Observations 864 864 864 864 864
Fixed effects Candidate Candidate Candidate Candidate Candidate
Controls Screener Screener Screener Screener Screener
Control mean 0.77 0.75 0.65 0.40 0.68
F-test 0.03 0.00 0.71 0.00 0.78
P-values:
Female 0.97 0.97 0.99 0.96 0.99
Black 0.97 0.80 0.99 0.94 0.99
Elite school 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.99
Blinded 0.89 0.66 0.99 0.76 0.99

Notes: This table displays the results of Equation 3 on predictions about the supply-side (columns 1 and 2),
predictions about the demand-side (column 3), and overall hiring beliefs and behavior (columns 4 and 5).
The regression controls for screener characteristics and includes robust standard errors clustered at the
screener level. Finally, the bottom panel displays p-values adjusted for multiple comparisons (4 treatments
× 5 outcomes) using the free step-down procedure of Westfall and Young (1993). The probability outcomes
should be read conditionally as described in Section 3.1.

*** p < 0.01 ** p < 0.05 * p < 0.10

4.4 Match-specific Factors

We now test for the presence of match-specific factors, or combinations of characteristics

on the supply and demand sides that could change beliefs or callback rates. This would

occur, for example, if a recruiter might have higher expectations and callback rates when

a white male boss interviews a white male candidate (versus other types of managers

and candidates). We study this using Equation 4, which includes fixed effects for all

combinations of candidate × manager characteristics.

Our first result is to show that these factors exist and are detectable. In Appendix ??,

we display the results of the joint test that all fixed effects are zero (plus a count of the
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individual fixed effects that individually return p < 0.05). The results provide strong

evidence that recruiters expect match-specific behavior. Across each of our four dependent

variables in Table ??, the joint-test of match fixed effects returns p < 0.05. These joint tests

indicate that there are certain worker-manager combinations with higher outcomes above

and beyond the average outcome for the focal worker and manager.

Our a priori hypothesis was that homophily could explain these match-specific pat-

terns.25 In Appendix Section ??, we investigate this question but do not find strong

evidence of homophily. In Table 7, we re-estimate Equation 4 for callback rates on subsets

of the data covering all candidate (or manager) characteristics and present the p-value of

the joint test of no match-specific effects. Appendix ?? displays the corresponding table for

all key outcomes.

Table 7: Match-specific Effects on Interviews (by characteristics)

Match–specific analysis, Interview
Candidate Manager

Type F-stat p-value F-stat p-value
Men 44.3 < 0.01 46.3 < 0.01

Women 79.3 < 0.01 11.9 < 0.01
White 21.1 < 0.01 18.3 < 0.01
Black 114.7 < 0.01 30.3 < 0.01
Elite 26.8 < 0.01 14.4 < 0.01

Non-elite 22 < 0.01 71.7 < 0.01
Large company 32.7 < 0.01
Small company 8363.1 < 0.01

Blinded 0.39 0.69

Notes: This table displays the results of a regression of interviews on match-type fixed effects, screener
controls, and candidate and hiring manager fixed effects using equation 4. We subset the regression for each
candidate/manager type, with candidate types on the left of the table and hiring manager types on the right.
The table displays the p-value and F-statistic from a joint test that all match type fixed effects (within the
given type) are equal. In Appendix ??, we display the corresponding table for all key outcomes.

Because this analysis was not pre-registered, we interpret these results as exploratory.

The results show that we have stronger evidence for match specific effects for female and

25For example, beyond the potential benefit of being a male candidate or hiring manager (on average),
male candidates may be particularly advantageous when evaluated by other men (see McPherson et al. 2001
for an excellent review of this literature).
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black candidates. Stated differently, these candidates’ outcomes are more variable (i.e.,

dependent on who the interviewer is) than for male and white candidates, respectively. In

Appendix ?? we display the distribution of fixed effects by race and gender (collapsing

the education and prior experience manipulations for ease of interpretability). The results

indicate that callback rates for white male candidates vary the least with the identity of

their hiring manager. Callback rates for white women, black men, and black women are

more variable with the identity of their hiring manager: black men and white women have

the highest callback rates when assigned to a black male manager, while black women

have the lowest callback rates when assigned to a white male manager.

4.5 How are beliefs about candidate and hiring manager behavior syn-

thesized into decisions?

We finally explore the role that expectations about candidate and hiring manager behavior

play in callback decisions in Table 8 using Equation 5. Across a broad variety of speci-

fications, we find several patterns. First, our results show that beliefs about candidate

behavior play a significant role in who is selected for an interview. This contrasts with the

typical interpretation of an audit study as reflecting only employers’ behavior. Throughout

all of our specifications, coefficients on our candidate behavior measures are statistically

and economically significant. Second, we find that recruiters place a greater weight on

candidate behavior early in the hiring process than later. Beliefs about the candidate’s

willingness to be interviewed are especially influential. Beliefs about the likelihood of a

candidate accepting a job offer are also influential, but less than beliefs about accepting

interviews. Overall, these results indicate that hiring managers are placing weight on their

expectations of candidate behavior.

Finally, we find that recruiters place much greater weight on hiring managers’ behavior

than on candidates. In theory, if the recruiter was maximizing their expected task payment,
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then two candidates with the same phire should be equally attractive regardless of the

underlying probabilities. We do find that the candidate measures receive some positive

weight. However, if we compare coefficients from candidates versus employers, we see

that our measures of employer behavior receive over three times the weight of candidate

ones in most of our specifications.

Table 8: Callback Decisions and Predictions

Interviewed Interviewed Interviewed Interviewed
P(Accepts Interview) 0.53*** 0.38*

(0.15) (0.22)
P(Passes Interview) 1.64*** 1.65*** 1.65*** 1.48***

(0.11) (0.11) (0.11) (0.23)
P(Accepts Offer) 0.09 0.41*** -0.08

(0.15) (0.15) (0.13)
Avg P(Applicants Accept) 0.60***

(0.17)
R2 0.45 0.43 0.44 0.45
Observations 864 864 864 864
P(Hire) decile control No No No Yes
P-values:
Pass interview = Accept interview < 0.01 < 0.01
Pass interview = Accept offer < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01

Notes: This table examines the relationship between call-back decisions and supply- and demand-side
behavior through our specification in Equation 5. All regressions control for screener characteristics and
include robust standard errors clustered at the screener level. The bottom panel displays p-values testing
whether demand-side behavior receive the same weight as supply-side ones. Columns 1 and 4 test two
hypotheses each, so these columns display p-values adjusted for multiple comparisons using the free
step-down procedure of Westfall and Young (1993). The probability outcomes should be read conditionally
as described in Section 3.1. *** p < 0.01 ** p < 0.05 * p < 0.10

One possibility is that reputational incentives may compel recruiters to impress employ-

ers by delivering employer-approved candidates (at the expense of yield management).

If this were true, then recruiters with a more established reputation may be more willing

to engage in yield management. In Appendix ??, we investigate this hypothesis. Across

several measures, our results show that more established recruiters place more weight

on candidate acceptance behavior suggesting that callback decisions may in part reflect

reputation-seeking behavior by recruiters.
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5 Discussion

The results in this paper open up three important points related to external validity, the

accuracy of recruiter beliefs, and representation in recruiting.

5.1 External validity

In this section, we briefly consider the external validity of our results using the selection,

attrition, naturalness, and scalability (SANS) conditions described in List (2020).

Selection. The subject pool for our experiment is recruiters from an online labor mar-

ket, which are broadly representative of the population of recruiters (Agan et al., 2021).

Moreover, the materials given to recruiters, including the resumes and job postings, were

based on actual job applications and firm openings in the technology industry. Using the

technology sector impacts the external validity of our results. We find that in this sector, re-

cruiters determine callbacks by placing around 2/3rds of the weight on manager behavior

and 1/3rd of the weight on candidate behavior. Given the sector regularly features labor

shortages of talented software engineers, we might expect to see recruiters place even less

weight on candidate behavior in settings where there is less competition for workers.

Attrition. We consider attrition in both the sample of recruiters and in the data collected

for each resume. To meet our sample size goals from Section 3 (54 recruiters such that each

unique set of material could be evaluated by twice), we invited 83 recruiters using the

sequential re-randomization procedure outlined in Appendix ??. One-third of which did

not complete the task. In Appendix Section ??, we show that attrition is not correlated with

treatment assignment nor recruiter characteristics. Meanwhile, no candidate outcomes

(for example, the interview decision) are missing for recruiters who sent work back.
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Naturalness. We designed our experiment to mimic the type of work that recruiters

would encounter in their jobs. The resumes and job descriptions were based on actual

workers and firms in the industry, and the financial incentives mirrored those that recruiters

face. We further elaborate on these design choices in Sections 2 and 3.

Scalability. Given this is not a programmatic study making recommendations to poli-

cymakers, we do not consider scaling. Given our paper focuses on establishing causality

and illustrating the mechanisms behind employee-employer matching, we intend for our

paper to serve as a wave 1 study using the typology in List (2020). Although our evidence

comes from a particular industry (software engineering), other researchers may adapt our

conceptual framework and research design. More broadly, the two-sided audit design

introduced in this paper can serve as the basis for future work on employee-employer

matching in other settings and for other research questions.

5.2 Are Recruiter Beliefs Accurate?

Recruiters in our study anticipate managers and candidates’ future behavior. Are recruiters’

beliefs about these choices accurate, and to what extent do recruiters differ in their callback

decisions versus managers? To answer these questions, we collected survey data of job

candidates and hiring managers. Although the candidates and hiring managers seen

by recruiters were fictitious, we found survey subjects with similar characteristics and

inquired about their behavior directly. Our goal was to collect data directly from workers

and hiring managers about their likely outcomes in the scenario of our experiment –

without the intermediation of recruiters. These survey responses permit a test of recruiter

accuracy. Appendix ?? contains full details of these surveys.26 Because this data was

26Because of limitations of the Prolific survey sample, we were not able to gather data from black engineers
and managers. According to most industry statistics, black representation in the software industry is low.
According to the BLS, the software engineering workforce is approximately 5% black (https://www.bls.
gov/cps/cpsaat11.htm) As a result, we could not find a large sample of black engineers and engineering
managers to survey. However, the group we do study contains the people most likely to be making choices
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collected through surveys about hypothetical situations, we interpret these results as

suggestive.

Study Design. Our source for these subjects was Prolific.co, a survey company that

maintains a survey panel of software engineers and their managers. On the employer side,

we presented approximately 250 software engineering managers with a job description

and company like the one in our main experiment. We then asked the managers to assess a

series of eight candidates that paralleled the candidates in our main recruiter experiment.

On the candidate side, we also recruited about 250 software engineering workers to

perform a similar task from the perspective of the job-seekers. Each candidate in our

survey reviewed nine hiring managers (including a blinded one) that were also parallel to

those in our experiment. They reported if they were likely to accept an interview and/or

job offer if one was extended by the company with this person as their manager.

We measure the accuracy of recruiter beliefs by how biased their forecasts were.27 To

quantify this, we combine our survey data with the experimental data into a single dataset.

On the supply side of the market, each observation consists of an evaluation of hiring

managers. Some are by recruiters anticipating how candidates would respond (from the

main experiment) and some are from the candidates themselves (through the survey).

Appendix Table ?? examines how the evaluations of hiring managers change depending

on whether recruiters or job candidates perform the evaluation, and for which type of

hiring managers. Appendix Tables ?? and ?? do the same analysis for the demand side of

the market, comparing evaluations of job candidates by recruiters versus hiring managers.

Forecast Accuracy. Overall, our results suggest that recruiters were relatively unbiased

in forecasting the behavior of job candidates and managers, with the exception of gender.

in this industry (either as managers or as job candidates). We do capture how these subjects react to the
possibility of a black manager or job candidate, which is a critical question for increasing representation and
part of the motivation of our study.

27In the spirit of Bohren et al. (2023), we measure the bias of the forecasts and not the variance, although
variance is also a component of some methods for studying forecast accuracy.
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For most of our estimates, we cannot reject a null hypothesis of zero difference between

recruiter forecasts and subjects’ reports. Our standard errors are precise enough that our

95% confidence intervals rule out large effects in either direction. Even when we can reject

zero differences, we can rule out large differences. In some cases, we find that recruiters

forecast overall higher levels for all types (i.e., a level effect) compared to survey-takers,

although these level differences are also relatively small. We focus on interactions, or

situations where recruiters report systematically different forecasts for particular types of

candidates.

On the supply side (Table ??), recruiters are relatively accurate in candidate perceptions

of the manager’s race, education, and the blinded condition. However, recruiters believe

that candidates are 12 percentage points less likely to accept positions from companies

with a female hiring manager (than from companies with male hiring managers). The

candidates themselves report being slightly more likely (≈1pp) to accept offers from

companies with female hiring managers. The candidates in our survey also believe that

elite-university hiring managers have a lower P(PassInterview), whereas the recruiters

believe they are more likely to pass candidates. For all of the outcomes we collect from

candidates, we can reject the joint hypothesis that the recruiters’ coefficients were the same

as the candidates’. However, the magnitude of differences appears to be small.

On the demand side (Tables ?? and ??), we also similarly find relatively small differences.

Recruiters appear to be slightly overoptimistic about the prospects of black candidates.

Managers themselves report no differences in their propensity to extend offers to candi-

dates with black names (versus white ones). By contrast, recruiters view these candidates

as more likely to pass the interview and receive an offer, but only by 3 percentage points.

We also find that recruiters were more optimistic than actual hiring managers about the

potential for women to accept offers. When we conduct a joint test for each of the three

probability measures of whether recruiters differ in their assessments compared to man-

agers, we fail to reject the null, with p-values ranging from 0.26 to 0.15. Thus, while
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recruiters were inaccurate in their assessments on the likelihood of accepting offers for

female job candidates and on passing interviews for black candidates, our overall results

suggest a moderately high degree of accuracy in the three probability measures.

Do Recruiters Decide Differently? While recruiters’ forecasts were relatively accurate,

there were larger differences about who the recruiters recommended to interview (com-

pared the managers). Table ?? indicates that recruiters place a much higher weight on

going to an elite university when making callback choices. Managers were 5 percentage

points more likely to interview elite university versus non-elite university candidates, but

recruiters were 21 percentage points more likely to interview these candidates. We can

reject the joint hypothesis that the recruiters’ coefficients were the same as the managers

for the interview choices (p = 0.01).

In Table ??, we examine how the probabilities are synthesized into interview choices

by recruiters (versus managers themselves). Our analysis here is similar to Table 8 in the

main experiment (discussed in Section 4.5), but we now measure the differences between

recruiters and managers. Our results suggest that recruiters place a higher emphasis on

finding candidates who will pass interviews, and that managers themselves place a higher

weight on yield. These results suggest that recruiters shift interviews towards candidates

who do well on measures of passing interviews (in our study, these are elite university

job applicants), while forgoing job candidates who do well on measures of accepting job

interviews and offers.

Our survey results have three implications for how recruiters influence employee-

employer matching. First, recruiters appear moderately well-versed in understanding

job candidate and manager behavior. Outside of gender, recruiters’ beliefs are relatively

accurate about how managers and candidates might respond to each other.

Regarding gender, these inaccuracies suggest several ways that recruiters impact labor

market sorting. By introducing inaccurate beliefs, recruiters could create (or prevent)
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matches that might not happen if job candidates and employers matched without a

recruiting intermediary. The gender inaccuracies also show why treating the two sides of

the market distinctly is an important feature of our design: Inaccuracies impact women

differently, depending on the side of the market. Recruiters’ inaccuracy appears to favor

females on the candidate side, but penalizes them on the manager side. On average, the

inaccuracy does not necessarily help or hurt women uniformly, but has differential effects

depending on their role. A promising avenue for future research is to test interventions

that influence recruiter accuracy about characteristics such as gender.

Finally, we find that recruiters shift the types of and amount of candidates who are

interviewed, despite having relatively accurate beliefs. We show how these differences can

arise not necessarily from differences in information (e.g., inaccuracy), but from different

costs and objectives between the recruiter and the manager. Our results suggest that

differences are correlated with how important passing each step of the hiring process is.

Recruiters place more weight on finding candidates they believe the employer will pass,

and managers place more weight on mutual candidate-manager interest. Job candidates

with higher chances of passing interviews appear to benefit from delegated recruiting, even

if they do not necessarily share mutual interest with the firm. We find some suggestive

evidence (in Appendix Section ??) that one potential reason is the recruiters’ need to

maintain a reputation or relationship with employers.

5.3 Recruiter Demographics and Representativeness

Taken together, recruiter beliefs contain several instances of inaccuracy but most deviations

are relatively small (around 1-3 percentage points). Because this data was collected through

survey vignettes involving hypothetical situations — rather than from real randomized

hiring – we interpret these results as suggestive. However, they may be related to a more

general feature of outsourced recruiting in practice: Recruiters are demographically very
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different from the candidates and employers they serve.

Outsourced recruiting is often used to lower firms’ HR costs. To achieve cost savings,

these firms delegate recruiting choices from high-wage, high skill workers to lower-skilled,

lower wage ones. The backgrounds of these recruiters are very different from those in

their client industry.28 Such differences may in theory introduce biases and distortions in

the hiring process.

It is unlikely, however, that non-representation drives the instances of inaccurate beliefs

that we see in our sample given that the majority of our recruiters were females. However,

the extent to which better representation in the recruiter pool leads to more accurate

assessments of candidate and manager behavior is an open topic for future work. Un-

derstanding the beliefs and behavior of recruiters, including interventions to correct their

beliefs, presents a promising direction to further our understanding of employee-employer

matching, and our paper aims to take a small step in this direction.

6 Conclusion

The use of third-party specialists in recruiting introduces new theoretical and empirical

questions regarding the hiring process. We use this setting to study how beliefs about

candidate and manager behavior are integrated for callback decisions. Hiring requires that

both the worker and manager agree to a match, but prior work has struggled to decompose

callback decisions into their candidate- and firm-specific parts. To do so, we run a novel

two-sided audit study where we hire professional recruiters, assign them a job screening

28As an example, according to the BLS, the highest industry of employment for recruiters (aside from the
RPO industry itself) is the professional, scientific, and technical services. This industry features a much more
male workforce and higher wages. By contrast, the BLS’s occupational data suggest that human resource
work is mid-skill work requiring a bachelor’s degree, but no related work experience or prior on-the-job train-
ing (see https://www.bls.gov/ooh/business-and-financial/human-resources-specialists.htm). In
2018 Human Resource workers across all industries were 69.7% female, 10.5% black, while the median
hourly wage was $29.01 (see https://www.bls.gov/ooh/business-and-financial/human-resources-

specialists.htm).
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task, and manipulate the identity of workers in the candidate pool and the identity of the

hiring managers responsible for conducting the interview. We then test recruiters’ beliefs

about both sides of the labor market (for example, how likely they believe a candidate is to

accept an offer from a given manager), how these beliefs are influenced by candidate or

hiring manager manipulations (for example, whether screeners believe women are more

likely than men to accept job offers), and how these beliefs are integrated into callback

decisions.

We find evidence that both candidate and hiring manager discrimination exists in the

hiring process, but stronger evidence for candidate discrimination against managers.

Screeners believe that candidates are less likely to accept job offers from black and female

hiring managers. We find robust evidence that match-specific factors affect recruiters’

beliefs and choices, causing the same candidate’s outcome to vary widely depending on

the employer. Because employer behavior is more idiosyncratic, match-specific variability

is introduced by their behavior (more than candidates’). Black and female candidates face

particularly high uncertainty, as employers’ views of them vary widely.

Finally, we find that recruiters place about 2
3rds weight on employer behavior (e.g., the

more idiosyncratic and horizontal, demographically neutral side). Candidates’ behavior

(the more vertical, demographically sensitive side) receive about 1
3rd weight. Our paper

finds suggestive evidence that reputational incentives may compel recruiters to impress

employers by catering to their wishes. Instead, employers often care about yield, and may

not prefer this form of catering. An avenue for future research is studying why recruiters

weigh employer behavior so strongly despite the incentives to manage yield.

In sum, the rise of outsourced recruiting will continue to have important implications for

how employees are matched to employers in the modern economy. Our paper takes a small

step in documenting these patterns by examining recruiter beliefs regarding employee

and employer behavior, and how recruiters integrate these beliefs in determining callback
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decisions. Our hope is to inspire future work to gain a fuller understanding of how

recruiters shape employee-employer matching and labor market sorting.
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